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Today’s goals 

• What are the mechanisms of cyclogenesis and 

cyclone development? 

– Vorticity stretching effect 

– Net loss of mass: upper-level divergence 

– Wavelength dependence 

– Sutcliffe-Petterssen self-development 

– Cyclone development model 

 



Vorticity stretching effect 
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Consider a surface frontal zone. 

+ 

If we have forcing for updraft (such as QG forcing), the stretching 

term of the vorticity eq. suggests cyclogenesis. 



Stretching term 
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Horizontal convergence produces exponential growth of existing 

vorticity. 



Pressure view 

Based on the hydrostatic balance, surface pressure drop corresponds 

to the net loss of column atmospheric mass (or mass divergence). 
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Flow on trough and ridge 

Centrifugal force 

Centrifugal force 

Assume the PGF is the same. Question: 

Which flow should be faster, trough, or ridge? 



Gradient wind balance 
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A real case 



Mass divergence and vor. stretching 



The two effects are consistent. 

Questions: 

 Where is the QG forcing for ascent, i.e., stretching? 

 Where is the upper-level divergence? 



Wavelength dependence 

Question: 

Shorter wave and longer wave, 

which has the stronger QG 

forcing? 

 

Hint: how about the vorticity 

advection? 



Sutcliffe-Petterssen self-development 

Thickness tendency eq. 
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Γ𝑒𝑛𝑣 
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contribution by vertical motion 

Thermal wind has no contribution since it is parallel to thickness 

contours. 
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Self-development mechanism 
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1. Lower tropospheric thermal advection 

2. Upper wave pattern amplified 

3. Stronger QG forcing 

4. Stronger surface low 

5. Stronger lower tropospheric thermal advection 

Positive feedback 



Braking term 

The second term acts in the opposite way: 
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When 𝜔 < 0 (updraft), this term counteracts the positive feedback. 

Breaking term is weak in moist conditions, because 

moist lapse rate < dry lapse rate, namely, Γ𝑎𝑑 is smaller in moist air. 

 

Moist environment is favorable for a rapid development. 



Review: cyclone development model 

What do we need for the genesis? 

What is the self-development mechanism? 

What could prevent the rapid development? 

Question: 

What happens to the upper wave? 



Cyclone development model 
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